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A concept for collective acceleration and focusing of a high-energy electron bunch is presented.
The scheme combines an intense relativistic electron beam t 1 dpropaga ing ~n ow-density gas with a
trailing picosecond laser pulse for prompt photoionization f th to e gas o create t e intense collectiveh
1e ds.

PACS numbers: 29.15.Dt, 41.80.Dd, 52.75.Di

Recognition of the very large space-charge electric
fields produced by intense relativistic electron beams
has motivated a long-standing quest for ways to utilize
these collective fields for particle acceleration. The
collective acceleration scheme described in this paper
looks interesting for the linac collider approach to the
next generation of teraelectronvolt-level high-energy
physics machines. '

The idea is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The
moderate-voltage, high-current "charging beam"
propagates in a low-density gas ( —10' to 10' crn )
in the so-called "ion-focused regime, " experimentally
demonstrated to be a very stable self-focused beam
transport mode. If necessary, the propagation of the3

charging beam can be aided by a uv laser that weakly
photoionizes the gas ahead of the beam, 4 but the ma-
jority of the ions at the end of the charging beam pulse
are made by impact ionization. The intense radial
electric field of the charging beam removes plasma
electrons as soon as they are created; with a very
abrupt tail on the charging beam an unneutralized ion
column "wake" of line density comparable to the
charging beam density emerges from the rear as
shown. A picosecond laser pulse follows the charging
beam by a time delay too short for the ions to disperse
radially ( & 1 ns for typical parameters). This laser
pulse photoionizes the surrounding gas to line densi-
ties comparable to, or greater than, the ion column

BE /B r = v) J„
r ' B ( re)/B r = eoBE, /B~ + J„
B(E„—&II,)/B. = —J„/.,

(2)

(3)

with q= (p,o/eo)'i2=377 A. The charging beam is
focused by ions, both the (small) initial ionization
from the guiding laser and the beam-generated ioniza-
tion. The beam radius is a decreasing function of ~
with constant emittance, but we will use a simple
constant-radius model for our analysis. Since the

line density. The inward flow of plasma electrons to
neutralize the ion column's space charge creates a
large axial electric field "spike" that accelerates the
high-energy electron bunch as shown in Fig. 1. This
pattern of plasma creation and electron flow moves ax-
ially in synchronism with the picosecond laser pulse at
the speed of light, and so the acceleration field keeps
in step with the high-energy electron bunch. The posi-
tive space charge on the axis also creates a radial
focusing force on the high-energy bunch.

Analysis of charging beam. —If we neglect for now the
gradual changes in charging beam parameters with
propagation distance, and take v, = c, all variables are
functions only of ~= t —z/c and r. Maxwell's equa-
tions in cylindrical coordinates can then be shown to
reduce to (mks units)
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FIG. 1. Schematic of collective accelerator concept.
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J, = ecn, = I,a'/[7r (a'+ r')'], (5)

with Ib the beam current and a the scale radius. We
use charge conservation to get the radial current densi-
ty due to the radial expulsion of plasma electrons, and
thus obtain E, from Eq. (1) as

p, pPdlb 6 + 0
ln (6)4' I.2+ g2

E =-
z

where we used the boundary condition E, =0 at r = b.

Note that (except at the very front tip of the beam)
the deceleration rate of the charging beam is constant
in ~, which means it is uniformly distributed over all the
electrons in the pulse. We define a fractional neutrali-
zation parameter f,' at the beam tail by f, = (ion line-
charge density) I (electron-beam line-charge density);
for our simple model f, = vdr& with r~ the pulse
length. It is straightforward to show that the energy
per unit length lost by the charging beam ( Wb
= jE,Jb27rr dr) goes into electrostatic field energy
per unit length associated with the ion cloud "wake"
(I epE,2m. r dr = W, ) and the kinetic-energy flux of
electrons per unit length hitting the wall ( W,'), with
the result W; = (f,/2) Wb and W, = (1 —f, /2) Wb

Since the collective acceleration mechanism depends
on the collective electric field of the ion column, we
would like to maximize f, . Note that the gas pressure
is the main experimental parameter used to vary f,
with a given i~. For example, in benzene, to reach
f, = 1 at the end of a 50-nsec beam pulse requires a
gas density around 10'4 cm 3 when beam-generated
ionization is dominant4 (and somewhat less when ion
dynamics is included). A conservative limit on f, is
set by the requirement that all secondary electrons
made by impact-ionization events reach the wall.
From a calculation of the electron orbits in the fields
E„H& of the partially neutralized beam, this will oc-
cur even for an electron starting at rest near the axis if

(1 —f, )
In &+1 f (1 i'2 (7)

where Ip=17 kA. For example, with a 10-kA beam
current and b/a =3, the limiting value of f, is 0.5,
corresponding to an ion line density of 10'2/em at the
beam tail and 25% of the energy per unit length ex-
tracted from the charging beam left behind as electric

secondary (plasma) electrons' escape time to the wall

( —b/c) is much shorter than the pulse duration, net
(ion) charge density inside the beam (n;) builds up ac-
cording to

n/BT = vdnb

with vd the direct impact ionization rate by beam elec-
trons and nb the electron beam density. We take a
Bennett profile for nb(r), or a current density

field energy.
To generate the required "sharp tail" on the charg-

ing beam, it can be sent initially through a very low-
density gas pressure cell where (another) picosecond
laser pulse, moving parallel to and offset from the
beam axis, ionizes a plasma column that deflects away
the "slow tail" characteristic of most high-current in-
duction or pulse-line accelerators. Once created, this
sharp tail will broaden as the beam propagates in the
collective accelerator tube since the beam electrons at
the tail have a distribution of transverse velocities with
a characteristic width7 v~~/c2= f, lb/ylp (where y is
the beam electron energy in rest-mass units). After a
propagation distance L, the electron-beam's tail will
smear out over a time scale v, —Lv2i/2c3. The time
scale for ions to disperse radially after the beam passes
is obtained from the ion oscillation dynamics in
the beam's space-charge potential as r; (MIp/
2m, Ib)'i2a/c, where M/m, is the ratio of ion mass to
electron mass. Requiring that ~; & ~, sets a limit

ab = ~„(ip/yf, ib) (9)

The 1-mm radius in this example requires an rms
emittance e„&0.5m rad-cm and better emittances
than this have been achieved on Advanced Test Ac-
celerator. 2

Acceleration and focusing fields. —The mechanism for
creation of an axial acceleration field following the
prompt photoionization of the gas surrounding the ion
column is clear from Eq. (1): The plasma electrons
produced by the laser are accelerated towards the axis
by the ion-column space charge, creating an outward
radial current and a negative E, pulse.

An analytic treatment is possible for a simple model
where the laser pattern fills the tube, producing a uni-
form plasma density n, much larger than the ion-
column density (n;). We can then treat the plasma
currents (J, ) in the linear cold-fluid approximation,

BJ /rl'r = Epos&E, (10)

where F0~2 = e2n, /cpm The calcu. lation of the fields fol-
lowing instantaneous plasma generation at r =0, with
an initial charge imbalance given by en;(r), is similar
to the calculation of the electromagnetic fields in the
"plasma wake field" accelerator. We now use a
unifo'rm-density ion-column model, for simplicity,

L & (2M/m, )'i2(I /I ) i,
e

after which the tail would need to be "resharpened. "
For example, this length is of order 240 m for ben-
zene4 with a = 1 mm, Ib = 10 kA, f, =0.5, and
y =100.

The radial dimensions of the ion column are con-
trolled by the normalized emittance (e„) of the charg-
ing electron beam, since the beam radius at the tail is
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where n; is constant inside r =a & b. For ~ ~0, the solution of Eqs. (1) through (3) with currents given
by Eq. (10) gives E, = —E,p(r)sinh)~7 E =E„p(r) costs~~, and H~ constantin v (a step function at 7 =0). Letting
E„=ppa/2Ep stand for the peak radial field of the ion column (with r & 0), we have

Ep = 2E„(1/ka —Ip( kr) [Kt (ka) + Kp(kb) It ( ka)/lp(kb) ]),

Ep= 2E„;It(kr) [Kt (ka) + Kp(kb) It(ka)/lp(kb) ], (12)

YiH& = E,p(r) —E„;r/a, (13)

in r ~a, where k = c~0/c. In Fig. 2, we show E,p/E„
as a function of ka for b » a. There is a broad max-
imum in E,p equal to 0.8E„; around ka =1. With

It, = 10 kA, f, = 0.5, and a = 1 mm, a plasma density
of several times 10'3 cm 3 would therefore give ac-

celeration fields of 2.5 MeV/cm according to this

model. Examples with smaller charging beam radii,

larger beam currents, and higher plasma densities will

give much higher gradients than this representative
parameter set. Limitations embodied in Eqs. (7)—(9)
and practical constraints such as laser fluence will be
the ultimate determinants on the optimized gradient.

The radial focusing force on the high-energy beam
electrons is —e(E, —qH&) At the t. ime of peak E„
cp~r = vr/2, this radial force near the axis is always

focusing, and it is approximately equal to the "bare"
ion cloud field E„;r/a when ka & 1 (see Fig. 3). The
strength of this focusing field for typical Stanford
Linear Collider parameters' gives a high-energy beam
radius of the order of 10 p, m.

We have not considered the applicability of this

scheme for acceleration of positrons in any detail;
however, we note that the axial electric field is suitable

for positron acceleration in the second phase of the
plasma oscillation (m. & cuir & 2m. ). The radial focus-
ing force is appropriate for positrons over part of this

cycle if ka & 1.25; with ka « 1 most of the phase re-

gion from cp~r = 7r to 3m/2 is focusing (see Fig. 3).
Discussion and conc!usions —Optimum . choices of

plasma density and laser configuration, and predictions
of efficiency and energy spread, will require more de-

I

tailed analyses. We note, however, that with the right
plasma density profile a high-energy beam line density
exceeding the ion-column line density could decelerate
plasma electrons back to low velocities as the ion
column becomes neutralized. With this optimum
"beam loading, " a significant fraction of the electro-
static field energy of the ion column might be extract-
ed by the high-energy beam.

The ionization energy that must be supplied by the
picosecond laser is relatively modest; for example, to
create a plasma line density of 10'3/cm requires about
2—3 J/km. The ionization and excitation processes
with intense picosecond laser pulses form, in fact, a
subject of considerable interest at present, and it ap-
pears that very strong ("anomalous" ) multiphoton
ionization processes may allow a wide range of choices
of gas types and laser wavelengths. 'p The technology
for producing these short laser pulses at the required
fluences appears to be a reasonable extrapolation of
current capabilities.

Limitations of the length of a "single stage" of this
accelerator concept are set by the "smearing out" of
the charging-beam tail discussed earlier, the diffraction
and absorption of the laser pulse, and the energy loss
of the charging beam. All of these processes allow
lengths of order 100 m or greater for the nominal
parameters we have used. Note that the charging
beam can be reaccelerated in situ as it propagates by ad-
dition of induction cores around the tube, and it may
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FIG. 2. Peak acceleration field on axis vs co~a/c; E„ is the
peak radial electric field of the ion column.

FIG. 3. Focusing force near the axis vs co~ for different
values of co~a/c.
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also be possible to place laser amplifier sections direct-

ly in the beam line to regenerate the picosecond pulse
in a manner that maintains the timing of the pi-
cosecond laser pulse with the high-energy beam
(which clearly must be very precise). "Resharpening"
of the charging beam's tail could also be done periodi-
cally "on line"; reforming the tail would also prevent
"overtaking" of the charging beam's tail by the laser
and high-energy beam pulses.

A very attractive feature of the present concept rela-
tive to the plasma wake field accelerators is the large
ratio between the deceleration rate of the charging
beam [F., —pofeIt, /27rr~ —20 keV/m for ran=50 ns,

f,'=0.5, Ib=10 kA] and the acceleration of the high-

energy beam at a rate of several megaelectronvolts per
centimeter (a factor of 104). The basic simplicity of
the system should also make it a relatively inexpensive
approach to a high-energy linac-collider.
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